We study the correction of errors that have accumulated m an entangled state of spins äs a re sult of unknown local vanations m the Zeeman energy (B) and spm-spm mteraction energy (/) A nondegenerate code with error rate κ can recover the original state with high fidelity within a time TR -KK l ' 2 /max(B,J)-independent of the number of encoded qubits Whether the Hamiltonian is chaotic or not does not affect this time scale, but it does affect the complexity of the error-correctmg code To answer this question one needs to consider the possibilities and restnctions of quantum-error coirection [6] Errors can occur due to mteraction with the envnonment (errors of decoherence) and due to uncertainty m the unitary evolution (unitary errors) The original state can be recovered rehably if the errors mvolve at most a fraction κ :£ 0 l of the total number of qubits The corresponding maximal time dunng which errors may be allowed to accumulate (the recovery time ?R) is easy to find if different qubits are affected mdependently That may be a reasonable assumption for certam mechamsms of decoheience and also for unitary errors resulting from an uncertam single-parücle Hamiltonian Uncertamties in the interactions among the qubits pose a more complex problem [7] Georgeot and Shepelyansky [4] studied this problem for a model Hamiltonian of W mteiactmg spins that exhibits a transition from regulär dynamics (nearly isolated spins) to chaotic dynamics (strongly coupled spins) They concluded for the chaotic legime that i R goes to zero « l/N for large N, but their analysis did not incorporate the optimal error-correctmg procedure We assume a good (nondegeneiate) error-correcting code and obtain a recovery time of the order of the mverse energy uncei tamty per spinirrespective of the number of encoded qubits By considenng both phase-shift and spin-flip enors we find that ?R is insensitive to whethei the Hamiltonian is chaotic 01 not (The authois of Refs [4, 5] arnved at the opposite conclusion that /R incieases strongly when chaos is suppressed, but they took only spin-flip errors mto account) 
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In classical mechanics, chaos severely limits the Operation of a reversible computei [1] Any uncertainty m the initial conditions is magnified exponentially by chaotic dynamics, rendermg the outcome of the computation unpredictable This is why practical computational schemes are irreversible Dissipation suppresses chaos and makes the computation robust to enors [2] A quantum Computer does not have this Option, it relies on the reversible unitary evolution of entangled quantum mechanical states, which does not tolerate dissipation [3] This invites the question [4, 5] of what hmitations quantum chaos might pose on quantum Computing
To answer this question one needs to consider the possibilities and restnctions of quantum-error coirection [6] Errors can occur due to mteraction with the envnonment (errors of decoherence) and due to uncertainty m the unitary evolution (unitary errors) The original state can be recovered rehably if the errors mvolve at most a fraction κ :£ 0 l of the total number of qubits The corresponding maximal time dunng which errors may be allowed to accumulate (the recovery time ?R) is easy to find if different qubits are affected mdependently That may be a reasonable assumption for certam mechamsms of decoheience and also for unitary errors resulting from an uncertam single-parücle Hamiltonian Uncertamties in the interactions among the qubits pose a more complex problem [7] Georgeot and Shepelyansky [4] studied this problem for a model Hamiltonian of W mteiactmg spins that exhibits a transition from regulär dynamics (nearly isolated spins) to chaotic dynamics (strongly coupled spins) They concluded for the chaotic legime that i R goes to zero « l/N for large N, but their analysis did not incorporate the optimal error-correctmg procedure We assume a good (nondegeneiate) error-correcting code and obtain a recovery time of the order of the mverse energy uncei tamty per spinirrespective of the number of encoded qubits By considenng both phase-shift and spin-flip enors we find that ?R is insensitive to whethei the Hamiltonian is chaotic 01 not (The authois of Refs [4, 5] arnved at the opposite conclusion that /R incieases strongly when chaos is suppressed, but they took only spin-flip errors mto account) 2 the root-mean-square energy uncertainty per spin A state ψο evolves in time accordmg to ψ(ί) = ε~ι Η 'ψ 0 (settmg H = 1) We assume that we do not know the parameters of the Hamiltonian, and use quantum-error correction to recover ψο from ψ (t) [12] Let ψο he m the code space of a nondegenerate error-correcting code [6] The code space is a 2 M dimensional subspace of the füll 2 N dimensional Hubert space, such that 
of the projected state is the probability of successful error correction after a time t. It is the "fidelity" of the recovered state [6] . The recovery time IR can be defined äs the time at which the fidelity has dropped from l to 1/2. We assume that the error-correcting code is "good," meaning that p and κ tend to a nonzero value äs 7V -> oo. Good quantum-error correcting codes exist, but their construction for large 7V is a complex problem [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Our strategy will be to derive a lower bound to F and £R that does not use any properties of the code beyond the nondegeneracy condition (2) , so that we can avoid an explicit construction. An alternative approach would be to abandon the requirement of a good code, and keep the number M of encoded qubits fixed äs the total number of spins N goes to infinity. One can then use the technique of concatenation [6] to construct codes that are safe for a large number of errors at the expense of a vanishingly small bit rate p. (See Ref. [19] for such a calculation in the case M = 1.) Our first step is to decompose the evolution operator e iHt -£j^= 0 x k i n to operators X* that create k errors. For k -4C N and / <c l/U we may approximate = *> χ χ ( 
5)
The approximation consists of neglecting terms in the exponent of Order k(Ut) 2 and N(Ut) 4 , relative to the terms retained of order N(Ut) 2 . We may write XQ ẽ xp[-2^(Ut) 2~\ , neglecting fluctuations in the exponent that are smaller by a factor of l/V/V.
We next substitute the decomposition of e llit in error operators into the fidelity (4),
where we have abbreviated {· · ·} = (ψο\ · · · |(/Ό). Το simplify this expression, we take the average over the random The expectation values in FI are evaluated by substituting Eq. (5) and extracting the terms that reduce to a c number, (6) are smaller by a factor κ. The expectation values in FI depend specifically on ψο, hence on the way in which M qubits are encoded in N spins. Since FI ^ 0 we have a lower bound F s F\ on the fidelity that is code independent within the class of nondegenerate error-correcting codes.
For N -> °° the time dependence of Eq. (11) approaches the step function 0(i R -t). The threshold ? R is independent of TV, while the width Δί of the transition vanishes äs 7V~1 //2 (solid curves in Fig. 1 ). These are results for the ensemble-averaged fidelity, but since the variance is bounded by 0 < varF < F(\ -F) the fluctuations are insignificant except in the narrow transition region. The stepfunction behavior of the fidelity also implies that the positive code-dependent term FI that we have not included in Fig. l satisfies lim/v-^ FI -> 0 for ί < / R (since F\ + F 2 ^ l and FI -> l for t < i R ). Any code dependence of the fidelity can therefore appear only for times greater than i R .
The independence of the recovery time on the number M of encoded qubits disagrees with Refs. [4, 5] . These authors calculated the squared overlap \(ψο\φ(ί))\ 2 ] between initial and final states In all these curves the number M of encoded qubits is a fixed fraction p of the total number of spms N the time-dependent state with the original state, and argued that the original state would be effectively lost once this overlap is <Cl However, the original state can be recovered even when this overlap has become exponentially small, if a good error-conecting code is used (compare dashed and solid curves in Fig 1) The recovery time is mcreased by a factor V κΜ, with an overhead of l /p spms per encoded qubit
We find that i R at a given U is insensitive to the relative magnitude of B and J, and hence insensitive to whether the Hamütoman is chaotic or not This conclusion may seem surprismg m view of the fact that the eigenstates aie completely different in the chaotic and regulär regimes [4] For J < B/N the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian H are a supeiposition of a small number of eigenstates of the nonmteracting pait £" B" · σ η This number (known äs the paiticipation latio) increases with increasmg J, and when J = B it becomes of the same order äs the dimension 2 N of the entire Hubert space (See Ref [20] for a descnption of the onset of quantum chaos in Systems with random two-body interactions) As we will now discuss, the reason that a small participation ratio does not improve the fidelity is that it counts spin-flip errors but not phase-shift errors For the same reason, suppression of chaos does help to reduce the complexity of the eiror-correctmg code
The three Pauh matnces conespond to three types of errors spin flips (σ Λ ), phase shifts (σ ζ ), and a combmation of the two (σ γ = ισ χ σ ζ ) The complexity of the code is reduced substantially if there is only one type of error to coirect (One can then use a code for classical bits, such äs the Hamming code [6] ) Suppose that we seek to suppress spin-flip errors, of either type σ λ or σ ν Το this end we impose on the spms a known uniform magnetic field in the z direction, with Zeeman eneigy BÖ that is large compared to the magnitude U of the random energy vaiia- 
The recoveiy time now depends linearly on the eiror rate κ, but it remams N mdependent The next step towards fault-tolerant computmg, which we leave for a future mvestigation, would be to mclude m the Hamiltonian a part with a known time dependence (That part would switch on and off the couphng between pairs of spms in a prescnbed way, m oidei to reahze the logical gates )
In conclusion, we have denved a code-independent lower bound foi the fidehty F of a state that has been recovered after a unitary evolution for a time t m an unknown random magnetic field and spin-spin interaction For a large System the transition from F = l to F = 0 occurs abruptly at a time ? R that is independent of the total number of spms N and the number of encoded qubits M The magmtude of ?R is set by the inverse eneigy uncertamty per spm, regardless of whether the spms are nearly isolated or strongly coupled The suppression of chaos that occurs when the spms aie decoupled does not improve the fidelity, because of the persistence of phase-shift errors Spin-flip errors can be suppressed, and this helps to reduce the complexity of the error-correcting code
In this work we have concentrated on the recovery from unitary errors One might question whether suppression of quantum chaos improves the fidehty for recovery from errors of decoherence, in particulai in view of the "hypersensitivity to perturbation" observed in Computer simulations of Systems with a chaotic dynamics [21, 22] This question presents itself äs an interestmg topic for future research
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